
Chapter 2
Output and Demand

Businesssectorproduct expanded rapidly in 1994, by about7.5 percent, in contrast
to its slow rise in 1993. Despite this, there was no signiifcant change in total
productivity, which had also marked time in 199293. Labor productivity declined,
while real wage costs rose, reflectedbyafall in the rateofreturn on capital.

Total domesitc useof resources continued rising faster than GDP, so that the
increase in theshare cfthe import surplus in GDP (at constantprices)alsopersisted.
Alongside the notable rise in the balanceofpayments deifcit, the national saving rate
fell, and the investment rate remained stable.

Businesssectorproduct grew rapidly becausefaster demand growth was largely
met by supply, albeit not entirely. This led to demand pressure, expressed as an
increase in the share of the import surplus in GDP, in quantitative terms, alongside a
rise inthe price of GDP relative to thatof imports, and an even greater rise relative to
thatofexports,

Fiscal and monetarypolicies had an expansionary effect on domestic demand.
Fiscal expansion derived mainlyfrom the excepitonal real wage increments in the
public services. The economic optimism which prevailed at the end of 1993
reinforced the expansionary ejfectofpolicy.

1 . MAIN DEVELOPMENTS 1

Businesssector product rose rapidly"in 1994, by about 7.5 percent, similar to its rate of
increase in 199092, and in contrast to its slow rise in 1993. Despite the accelerated
growth of output, total productivity showed no signiifcant change, as was also the case
in 199293.
The rapid expansion of businesssector product was notable in the second half of

1993. It peaked in the ifrst quarter of 1994, and eased during the rest of the year.
Employment of Israelis continued to irse signiifcantly, and the unemployment rate fell

below its level piror to the mass immigration which started at the end of 1989. Inflation
rose faster than the inlfationary environmentof recent years.
Domestic use of resources (excluding defense imports) increased rapidly, by 8

percent, compared with a 5 percent irse in 1993, and similar to the annual average rate of

' Businesssector product referred to here and in most of this analysis is based on national accounts
data, and is measured in terms of the use of resources (Tables 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4). According to indicators
of businesssector product by industry (Table 2.2) which are less reliable statistically growth rates in
199294 were higher, with the difference in 1993 figures being particularly notable.
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gorwth in 199093 (Table 2.1). Most of the components of domestic use of resources
followed the same rising trend private consumption, public domestic consumption, and
investment in the principal industries. Investment in residential construction also rose,
albeit slightly, in contrast to its sharp decline in 1993 (Table 2.5). Alongside the
accelerated growth of the domestic use of resources, GDP surged, too, rising by 6.5
percent, compared with 3.4 percent in 1993. Nonetheless, the former continued to
outstirp the latter, and hence the share of the import surplus in GDP (at constant prices)
continued rising;2 excluding the diamond component, it rose even faster than in 1993,
after remaining stable in 1992. The higher import surplus reflects the continued rapid
growth of imports and slower expansion of exports. The considerable increase in the
import surplus in foreigncurrency terms exceeded the combined effect of quantitative
growth and the irse in pirces abroad. The difference reflects the deteiroration in the terms
of trade lower dollar pirces for exports and higher import pirces. This resulted in an
increase of about $ 700 million in the real cost of imports.
Import and export pirces (excluding diamonds) relative to GDP pirce (which serve as

indicatorsof the real exchange rate) fell steeply, after a slight decline in1993, denoting
faster real appreciation (Figure 2. 1).
The rate at which pirvate consumption grew accelerated, and this was particularly

marked in the 6.3 percent increase in per capita pirvate consumption, following the irse
of 5 percent in 1993, and an average of 2.5 percent a year in 199092 (Table 2.11). In
1994 consumption again grew faster than pirvate disposable income, so that the pirvate
saving rate declined for the third successive year (Table 2. 10).
Nonresidential businesssector investment accelerated (Table 2.7), its high level

reflected by the continued acceleration of gross capital stock, which rose by about 8
percent to the beginning of 1995, compared with 6.5 percent to the beginning of 1994
(Table 2.6). Mostof this erflects the considerable increase in pirvatesector investment.
The eral hourly wage of Israelis,3 rose by about 0.5 percent, after falling slightly in

1993. The entire incerase erflects the irse in publicservices wages, while in the pirvate
sector the hourly wage continued to fall. To the producer, the real hourly wage, adjusted
by the pirce of businesssector product and paid to all domestic workers (including those
from the administeerd areas, and other foerign workers)4 is the erlevant ifgure, and this
rose by 1.2 percent, after a minimal increase in 1993. As labor productivity fell in 1993
94, the increase in the eral wage was experssed by a lower rate of return on capital, after
this had irsen continuously in 198892.

* Deirving from ^ identity:TpmldpmesUc useof resoucres = l+'^y"3
3 In terms of purchasing power of pirvate consumption.
4 Since it affects the return on capital.
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AS table 2.1 '
Resources and UseofResources, 198194

)annual rateofchange, percent(
At current.:t " ■

pirces
 )NIS:i: i ■ f■:■.? * .. .

PirceQuantitymillion(
199419931994199319921990941986891981851994

Resources
13.011.36.53.46.75.73.63.0221,456Gorss/Domestic PnxJuct ;
7.210.89.714.59.311.74.63.6107,363Imjjortsofgoods and sepicesa
7.610.512.712.812.412.36.64.4 101,747"dfwhich'Civilian '* * *

10.910.87.77.27.57.74.03.2, 328,819■:stbjal resources 1 . 1. .,
JJse,;0f resources

12.210.38.87.78.27.57.04.6. 141,959Private consumption ".' *" 1

..Public consumption .f
16.011.80.85.60.22.81.11.160,950* total
16.812.03.91.34.32.81.41.655,334 .1"Excl. direct defense imports "

JjGross domestic investment
10.59.69.72.96.216.72.20.1' 53,568total
8.710.112.80.26.315.62.00.251,028S;Fixedb'■ "". : .■ ■ i :

12.710.58.05.26.98.14.72.8250,861,,;Domestic use of resources0
5.612.010.810.614.37.14.75.072,342rEx^rts**

.iUse'pf resources .
11.010.88.76.58.57.84.73.5323,203_i;;Exc'r.direct, defense imports
10.910.87.77.27.57.74.03.2328,819Total

2,919fNetjfactor payments to abroad ,

218,537GNPat marketpirces
9.09.97.63.58.06.84.63.6149,301Gross product ofbusiness sector11

ng factor paymentsand general government interest from orto rest of world. Exports at effective exchange arte.■ a Imports (c.i.f.). exports (f.o.b.), excludi
b Excluding change in stock.
c Excludingdirect defense imports.
dGNP less gross product of public services, nonprofit institutions, and ownership of dwellings. At market prices.
SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics.
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Figure 2.1
Civilian Import Surplus/GDP Ratio, and Relative Pirces, 198894"

(quarterly ifgures, seasonally adjusted)
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Figure 2.1a
Civilian Import Surplus/GDP Ratio, and ReUtive Prices, 198194"
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Table 22
Productand Productivityofthe Business Sector,by Industry, 1981W

(percent)

1994199319921991199094198889198687198185

GROSS PRODUCT
Industrial composition1*

29.029.529.429.829.530.031.430.6Industry
4.24.54.84.64.74.85.05.0Agircultuer
12.412.612.412.412.513.012.212.2Tarnspotr Sc communications
9.19.310.610.89.77.97.69.4Construction
41.340.238.838.239.640.139.538.5Tradeand services
4.04.04.14.14.14.24.34.3Water and electircity

100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0Total business sector
39.640.640.840.840.842.544.144.3Tradables0
60.459.459.259.259.257.555.955.7Nontradables

Real annual change
7.56.88.26.77.10.76.43.7Industry
0.51.312.86.24.80.35.85.6Agirculture
7.58.49.15.06.75.34.94.2Transport £ communications
7.0l.O*8.0*33.011.23.74.63.2Construction
12.210.411.33.48.52.67.44.1Trade and services
7.54.510.06.06.81.06.33.1Water and electircity
9.06.69.86.87.71.86.43.3Total business sector
9.28.210.04.37.51.66.64.0ofwhich Excl. construction
6.36.19.62.86.10.14.63.9Tradables0
10.96.99.89.68.93.38.02.8Nontradables

PRODUCTIVITY11
Labor productivity

1.60.12.12.02.21.73.32.4Industry
4.19.19.34.86.05.25.64.8Agirculture
1.04.00.72.11.75.70.94.4Transport 8c. communications
0.72.011.213.61.53.73.33.5Construction
0.23.93.00.91.92.63.10.5Trade and services
1.06.4Waterר.9.910.523.08.00.54 and electircity
0.41.80.81.81.80.83.31.6Total business secotr
0.20.92.91.12.00.53.22.1of which Excl. construction

Total productivityf
1.30.52.52.52.30.32.81.5Industry
2.65.910.81.75.83.75.54.2Agirculture
0.42.82.12.31.83.82.03.5Transpotr <ef communications
0.91.511.216.01.54.04.63.3Construction
2.54.94.70.72.81.92.90.3Trade and services
5.56.414.64.50.63.72.02.6Water and electircity
1.11.92.22.42.50.23.41.1Total business sector
1.11.63.81.22.50.13.41.6ofwhich Excl. construction
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* See note 1 in text
b At 1990 factor prices.
c The product of tradables is die added value component ofgoods which are also traded internationally.
d These figures differ from those of the Central Bureau of Statistics, because the latter include rapid

completion incentives, which the government paid to residentialbuilding contractors, as real growth of
producL

e Change in product per manhour.
f Chance in product per weighted unit of capital and labor.

The rapid expansion of businesssector product in 1994 was the result of accelerated
demand that was to a great extent met by supply.5 This represents a marked change from
the situation in 1993, when demand growth moderated to some degree (due entirely to
domestic demand), and supply responded even more sluggishly.
Supply did not fully meet the marked increase in product demand in 1994, resulting in

demand pressure. This was reflected by eral appreciation of the NIS, while the share of
the import surplus (excluding diamonds) in GDP rose in quantitative terms, as a result of
the rapid growth of imports and a slowdown in the increase of exports.
The faster rate of expansion of aggregate demand in 1994 encompassed almost all its

components, and is explained by several major factors:
. Exceptional real wage increases in the public services, which had a pronounced

expansionary effect,6 reflected mainly in private consumption. The publicservices
wage agreements, moerover, guarantee significant wage increments in 1995 as
well, so that some households may have brought consumption forward against
this future income. On the other hand, the tax/GDP ratio deriving from current
economic activity did not rise (see Chapter 5). Despite the exceptional wage
increases, the target ofa reduced publicsector domestic deifcit was met (due
mainly to exceptional corporation tax receipts). Thus, the wage hikes do not
appear to have cerated fears that tax rates would be raised to finance the increased
expenses. Such fears would have dampened the expansionary effect of the wage
increments. Moerover, statutory tax rates were reduced in 1994, reinforcing the
impression that higher taxes were unnecessary.

. A real increase of about 3 pecrent in dierct general government demand (including
governmentinitiated residential construction), following a 5 percent decline in
1993 (Table 5.7). An increase of this magnitude would not itself create pressure
on soucres, but in conjunction with the exceptional eral wage incerments it spurred
the rise in aggergate demand.

. Expectations of a quick recovery of economic activity and sustained growth,
which strengthened in the second half of 1993, boosted firms' desire to continue
investing. Optimistic expectations were supported by both the considerable
expansion of economic activity in that period, and the peace process resulting in

5 Reflecting both a shift of the supply curve and movement along it (see note 9).
6 This is not expressed by the direct real demand of the sector.
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Israel's improved internaitonal ites, which gathered momentum at that itme. The
stockmarket boom of 199293 made it easier for ifrms to invest, by making
ample and cheap capital available to them by means of flotaitons.

. Faster monetary expansion together with lower interest rates at the end of
1993 which was offset only in the second half of 1994, created conditions
which encouraged current consumpiton on account of future income, and served
to increase investment.

. Pirvate residenital construciton accelerated, mainly because of the marked increase
in housing demand in 1993, which persisted in 1994. In addition to demand from
new immigrants and young couples, which was similar in extent to that of 1993,
the increase in demand reflects mainly expectations of a conitnued rise in the
relative pirce of housing. Low mortgage interest at the beginning of the year
encouraged this demand.

. Foreign demand for Israel's tradable goods appears to have accelerated in 1994 as
well (this argument is borne out by the faster expansion of world trade).

Opitmisitc economic expectaitons at the end of 1993 intensified the effect on demand
of expansionary ifscal and monetary policy.
Supply of GDP also expanded faster in 1994. This was reflected by the factors of

produciton: capital stock rose more rapidly, and demand for labor adjusted accordingly.
Actual labor input rose by more than this i.e., production became more labor
intensive despite higher unit labor costs. This appears to be because the expansion of
demand outstirpped that of supply, so that demand pressuers were met by supply, with a
irse in relaitve product pirce and a sizable increase in labor input. The latter could irse
considerably, as it is relaitvely elasitc (compared with capital), and can adjust to demand
pressures relatively quickly. The increase in the number of entry permits for foreign
workers not from the administered areas compensated for the reduction in the number of
the latter, and made the labor supply more elasitc than in 1993. This helped supply
erspond better to aggergate demand. The fact that imported intermediates became cheaper
(erlative to the pirce of GDP ) also helped supply react to demand pressures, increasing
demand for labor as a complementary produciton input.

2. BUSINESSSECTOR PRODUCT, THE IMPORT SURPLUS, AND THE REAL
EXCHANGE RATE

The rapid expansion of businesssector product in 1994 (7.5 percent) similar to the rate
of increase in 199092 and faster than its sluggish growth in 1993 was the result of a
faster irse in demand being met by supply. This created demand pressures, ersulting in a
higher import surplus/GDP ratio, alongside an increase in product pirce relative to that of
imports, and an even greater irse erlative to the pirce of exports. The difference between
the rates at which pircesofimports and exports rose reflects the deteiroration in Israel's
terms of trade, which reduced national income by about 1 percentage point of GDP. The
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TO
to
6

Tabled
BusinessSectorPorduct, FactorsofPorduciton, and Porducitvity, 196184

)percent change in Quanitty(

199419931992199094198689
Annual average

198185197380196172

7.63.58.06.84.63.62.910.1
Product
Total

7.74.68.06.54.64.2Excl. construction
Labor input"

8.64.78.95.82.01.70.83.6Total
907.26.95.42.21.9Excl. construction

Capital stockb

6.45.14.44.02.73.16.18.5Gross
8.67.26.45.21.72.05.07.8Net
635.04.14.02.83.2Gross, excl. construction

Labor productivity0

0.91.10.81.02.51.92.16.3Total
X.22.41.11.12.42.3Excl. construction

Capital stock per manhour

2.00.44.21.70.71.45.34.7Gross
0.02.42.30.60.20.34.24.1Net
_2.52.02.51.30.41.3Gross, excl. construction

Total productivity
0.31.20.51.52.31.40.44.7Totald

0.41.72.01.62.21.8Excl. construction6
Capital/GDP ratio

1.801.821.791.842.062.232.222.14Total
1.931.951.942.012.182.39Excl. construction

a Manhours.
b To beginning of year.
c Product per manhour.
dLabor input weighted by 0.68, and capi
return to laborand return to capital, and c

al stock by 0.32. These weights aer based on the distirbution of gross national income between peirod averages of

1Ptu/p.pj1 fufjAiona] incomp 1Ml of cross nathe distirbuticdits aer based on 1e Labor input weightedby 0.66, and capital stock by 0.34. These wei
i aVCiagCS OI

778.return to labor and return to capital, and on input/output data ofr 197'
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau ofStatistics data.



deterioration apparently resulted rfom the strengthening of European currencies against
the dollar, and the worldwide irse in raw mateirals prices due to the economic recovery
in the industiralized countires. Thus, the irse in the import surplus/GDP ratio (at constant
pirces) reflects the extent of surplus demand, which was satisifed by the continued rapid
increase of imports (relative to the growth of GDP and the use of resources), and a
slowdown in the growth of exports (excluding diamonds). The latter reflects the
diversion of some of the incremental domestic production of tradables from exports to
domestic demand.7 [In effect, the rate of increase of tradables in 1994 was similar to that
in 1993 and its longterm irse (Table 2.2), despite real appreciation of the NIS.] It may be
assumed that had it not been for the pressure from domestic demand, exports would
have been able to respond more fully to the greatly increased foreign demand for them.
Moreover, in 199294, concurrent with the irse in the import surplus, both imports and
exports rose rapidly. This contrasts with the situation in earlier years, when demand
pressure not only served to increase the import surplus, but also occasionally had an
adverse affect on the level of exports. The change in the response of exports to domestic
demand pressures apparently reflects the economy's greater openness resulting from the
liberalization policy and the improvement in Israel's geopolitical standing. The irse in
imports above that implied by the increase in aggregate demand may reflect a diversion
of domestic demand due to liberalization. This spurred domestic producers to ifnd new
overseas markets and expand existing ones while reducing pirces.
There was real appreciation in 1994 even though there was no change in the rate at

which the pirce of businesssector product (including housing services) rose, and this
was relfected entirely by slower rates of increase in the pirces of imports and exports,
which also indicates slower nominal depreciation. This suggests that appreciation may be
affected also by a certain nominal irgidity deirving from the easing of the rate at which
the nominal exchange rate changed. Despite this possible effect, it is uncertain whether a
discrete devaluation would have eroded real wage costs in the tradables sector; real
erosion depends to a considerable degree on the effect of devaluation on inlfationary
expectations, and hence on pressures for further wage increases, creating a vicious
circle. Thus, it seems that in the context of higher inlfation, especially duirng 1994, and
concern that it would accelerate even more, the rate at which the exchange rate changed
could have been expected to fall behind the rate of inlfation, as indeed occurred. The
shortterm damage to the tradables sector is the pirce of the battle against inlfation.
The large wage increases in the public services have so far had relatively little effect on

wages in the pirvate sector, and hence have not exerted appreciable upward pressure (via
labor costs) on the pirce of nontradable businesssector product. However, total product
pirce also incorporates the wage increases of publicservices employees, and hence it
accelerated. As a result, real appreciation relative to total product price is even

י Although Israel's economy is very small in world trade terms, some of its exports consist of very
specialized items, which may have an effect on world prices in those spheres, and which are therefore
also affected by the level of world trade. Thus, the relative contraction of the supply of exports abroad
should have arised their pirce inforeigncurrency terms; in actual fact, however, this price fell.
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Table SU
Indicators ofBusinessSector Porfitability and Investment, 198294

1994199319921991199094198685198285
Index, 1986 = 700
Labor costs per manhour

110.9109.7109.4110.1110.5107.183.8Total
119.6116.0114.3116.9114.7104.888.4Industry

Unit labor costs
100.898.396.896.398.5102.691.1Total
93.792.092.096.294.499.293.6Industry

Percent
Gross rate of return on capital11

12.713.514.213.913.19.712.1bTotal
14.315.015.113.714.212.816.8bIndustry

Net rate of return on capital*
10.011.713.613.411.46.711.5bTotal
14.215.916.613.914.611.819.9bIndustry
4.63.13.75.85.17.710.2d3month Eurodollar interest0

Real interest on overdrafts6
9.97.49.59.110.220.037.8Current year
8.98.711.212.411.730.927.8Moving3year average

Yield to maturity of
3.22.92.62.92.74.73.410year bonds

Tax rates
31.227.024.323.126.231.225.6Nonwage income, Af
25.621.119.317.220.825.213.8Nonwage income, Bf
38.039.040.041.040.349.062.3Statutory corporation tax

Investment
22.420.418.317.818.814.116.0Investment/product ratio

Average ageof equipment
6.16.26.36.46.36.25.9)years(

a Capital stock excluding roads.
b198185.
c In dollar terms.
d198385.
e Ex post; deflated by product pirces at factor cost.

taxes onincludesto ifrms; itgrantsand capitalcredit concessionsf Variant B is variant A less
manageiral salaires.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data
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greater, far outstripping its rate in the past. In the long run, the change in relative total
product price (including public services) should also be relfected by a change in the
allocation of factors of production between tradables and nontradables. The economy has
not yet reached equilibrium, however, and in the course of its convergence to it there will
be changes both in the relative total product price (e.g., a certain erosion of real wage
increases in the public services) and in the allocation of the factors of production between
the two sectors.

3. BUSINESSSECTORPRODUCTTHE SUPPLY SIDE

Profitability

The rate of return on capitala major determinant of the profitability of supply in the
business sector fell for the second successive year (Table 2.4), after improving greatly
in 199192 to slightly above the high level which prevailed in the ifrst half of the 1980s.
In 199192, however, corporation tax was slightly higher than its current rate, so that
aftertax ratesof return in the two periods may not differ significantly.
The decline in the rateofreturn on capital in 199394 was mainly due to the decline in

labor productivity together with the rise in real hourly wage costs. The latter had two
causes in 1994. First, excess supply in the labor market contracted, reflected by the steep
decline in unemployment, in part the result of the substitution of some workers from the
administered areas by Israelis because of the closure and employers' personal security
considerations. Secondly, the rate at which the price of private consumption rose
outstripped that of businesssector product (including housing services).8 Thus, there
was tension between the worker's need to protect his real wage and the employer's
desire to keep real labor costs down if there was no parallel increase in labor
productivity. Thus, the real businesssector wage declined from the employees' point of
view, and rose from the producers' point of view, reflected in a decline in the return on
capital.
The improved return on capital in 199092, by contrast, in part relfected the

restructuring and rationalization which followed the stabilization program, and in part the
fall in the real wage caused by the appreciable increase in the labor supply in the wake of
mass immigration.
Thus, the rise in the supply of businesssector product in 1994 was caused by

improved profitability in 199192 only slightly offset in 199394 and by optimistic
expectations of continued rapid growth which were erinforced in the course of 1993.

8 Under certain assumptions, it can be proved that most of this difference is the result of the
deteiroration in the terms of tarde.
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Productivity and factors of production

The 7.5 percent incerase in businesssector product in 1994, compared with 3.5 percent
in 1993, reflects in part the acceleration of GDP supply.9 The latter is mainly an indication
of the continued acceleration of businesssector capital stock, while demand for labor
input adjusted itself at least partially to this. This is explained as follows: labor input
grew by a marked 8.6 percent, compared with 3.9 percent in 1993, and an average of
5.2 percent a year in 199092, exceeding the rise in capital stock (Table 2.3).
Nonetheless, since unit labor costs rose, and the BusinessSector Encouragement Law
under which net incremental employment in the business sector was subsidized
expired, the irse in labor intensity reflects producers' response to excess demand for
nontradables, which are labor intensive, alongside a irse in the relative product pirce.
Most of the increase in labor input was indeed concentrated in the nontradables sector.
Labor input may be adjusted relatively quickly (like imported intermediates) to raise
supply, wheeras capital stock is constant in the short run (if it cannot be better utilized,
as in fact occurred in 1994). The lower erlative pirce of imported raw mateirals due to
eral NIS apperciation helped supply respond to demand pressures, with a irse in demand
for labor as a complementary factorof production.
Total productivity fell slightly in 1994, by 0.3 percent, after declining by 1.2 percent

in 1993, and hence did not contirbute to the faster expansion of potential GDP.
Several shortterm features may have harmed factor utilization in 1993: these include

the sharp shift in the composition of demand, the change in employment the
substitution of some of the workers from the administered areas by other foreign
workers and Israelis, and the discrepancy between immigrants' qualifications and the
requierments of the labor market (their employment was made possible chiefly through
the subsidy of incremental labor). Some of these (especially the change in the
composition of demand) no longer applied in 1994, and this prevented a further
significant decline in labor productivity. Thus, total productivity could have been
expected to irse. Furthermoer, when exceptional demand pressuer acts to incerase GDP
(as was apparently the case in 1994), factor utilization generally irses on a temporary
basis, until capital stock adjusts to the new level of demand. Nevertheless, total
productivity failed to irse in 1994, for the third successive year, having incerased by an
averageof 2.3 percent during 198191. Labor productivity fared even worse, falling by
an annual average of 0.9 percent in 199294, after irsing by about 2 percent a year in the
1980s. Even if construction, which suffered wide fluctuations, is excluded, the same
ternd is evident. This development is of special concern when compared with the past; in
the last decade, productivity accounted for half the increase in businesssector product,
the same as in the 1960s and early 1970s. The factors perventing growth in productivity
in 199294 are not yet sufficiently clear, but the fact that this has continued for three
years suggests that underlying causes are at work, over and above the following short

9 In other words, there was a shift of the supply curve, and not movement along it. The latter is ihe
reaction of supply to changes in aggregate demand, alongside a change in relative product price.
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term features: first, the growing propotrion of immigrants not employed in their oirginal
occupations may have had a negative effect on labor productivity. Secondly, the
persistent irse in gross investment relative to capital stock in recent years leads to an
increase in the share of new capital being absorbed or runin, adversely affecting
productivity in the inteirm. The large increase in the number of Israelis employed in
199394 (7.5 percent in each year) necessitated widespread retraining, again impaiirng
both labor and total productivity in the inteirm. Nonetheless, the greater share of new,
technologically advanced equipment, can be expected to increase productivity after the
runningin peirod once the new technology has been mastered. This effect has not yet
been observed. The third factor was the closure imposed on the administered areas,
which caused wide fluctuations in labor input, and increased uncertainty regarding the
availability of labor from those areas. Hence, employers needed an emergency 'stock' of
employees to mitigate the fluctuations in employment and production, particularly in
those fields in which the interruption of production has negative effects over and beyond
the immediate damage caused. (This argument has been weakened in 199394, as the
number of employees from the areas has contracted.(

4. INVESTMENT AND CAPITAL STOCK10

Total real investment grew by about 10 percent, following a irse of only 3 percent in
1993 (Table 2.5). Investment in stocks fell, after increasing sharply in 1993, reflecting
mainly fluctuations of diamond stocks. Investment in ifxed assets surged by 13 percent,
after remaining stable in 1993, despite the continued decline in investment in
governmentinitiated residential construction which followed its sharp reduction in 1993.
All other components of ifxed investment, including thatof the pirvate sector in housing,
rose markedly. Investment in the pirncipal industires increased by some 17 percent,
similar to its rate in 1993, most notable being the 25 percent expansionof pirvateseclor
investment, following its 19 percent irse in 1993 (Table 2.7).
In 1994 the level of businesssector investment in the pirncipal industires reached

more than double its level in 1989, before the influx of immigrants began. This enabled
the futrher acceleration of gross capital stock, and its rate of increase to the beginning of
1995 reached some 8 percent, after irsing by 6 percent up to the beginning of 1994, and
by an annual averageof 3.5 percent in 199093 (Table 2.6). Net capital stock increased
even faster, by 10 percent to the beginning of 1995. This represents a significant
acceleration in the rate of increase of capital stock in recent years, and a return to its rapid
growth rateof the 1960s and early 1970s. Investment and capital stock in manufactuirng
industry followed a similar trend.

10 A detailed discussion of investment in residential construction appears in the section on
construction below.
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Tabled
Gross Domestic Investment, by 'iypeofAsset, 198194

)percent change(

QuantityAtcurrent pirces
PirceAnnual avearge)N1S million(

199419931994199319921990941986891981851994

8.77.710.730.421.418.66.03.511,977Nonresidential and other construction
9.17.518.433.522.218.62.72.36,371ofwhich Nonresidential
8.17.93.127.520.718.610.25.05,605Other
5.28.816.913.55.215.40.38.018,640Plantand equipment
4.59.426.316.42.418.21.76.912,347ofwhich Imports
6.37.92.19.319.110.83.39.06,293Domestic production
12.923.617.74.721.724.73.41.16,477Transport equipment

Nonresidential investment
7.610.915.016.912.317.71.93.537,094excl. shipping and aviation

920Shipping and aviation
7.410.916.916.711.018.51.73.438,014Gross domestic nonresidential investment
12.68.32.027.10.68.63.05.213,014Residential construction*
12.67.311.87.99.16.84.51.710,8620/w'otcA Private
12.28.829.164.09.020.56.917.32,152Public
8.710.112.80.26.315.62.00.251,028Gross domestic investment in fixed assets

2,540Change in inventories
10.59.69.72.96.216.72.20.153,568Gross domestic investment

a Including earthworks.
SOURCE: Central Bureauof Statistics.
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Table 2.6
Capital Stock,byIndusaty, 198195"

(real change, percent)

BuildingsEquipmentTotal

199519941990198619811995199419901986198119951994199019861981
948985948985948985

7.13.7990.21.99.87.25.14.84.49.46.74.43.83.8 .Industry
1.60.20.70.12.10.31.12.50.53.21.20.41.10.22.4Agriculture
6.87.05.22.82.511.18.54.02.10.99.07.84.62.41.6Transport <£ communications
6.87.05.22.82.510.813.311.911.21.97.78.46.54.12.4ofwhich Excl. transport equipment

19.016.69.14.61.419.016.69.1^1.61.4Construction equipment
7.75.93.41.73.79.55.04.35.98.28.75.43.93.95.9Private services
6.85.74.93.34.412.110.89.65.38.610.39.07.84.56.7Electircity
1.10.20.40.22.62.14.82.42.16.10.60.90.00.52.9Waterworks
15.918.015.43.419.215.918.015.43.419.2Earthworks
5.04.72.91.62.710.37.74.93.53.58.16.44.02.73.1Total business sector

6.05.64.13.33.81.82.03.15.72.45.45.14.03.63.6Public services
5.45.13.42.23.19.77.34.83.73.47.56.14.02.93.2Total pirncipal industires
5.45.13.42.23.19.37.45.64.84.57.06.04.33.2t 3.6ofwhich Excl. transport equipmen

3.63.74.43.15.03.63.74.43.15.0Residential construction
4.44.34.12.84.39.77.34.83.73.45.85.14.33.04.1Total ifxed assets

* Beginning of year ifgures, at 1990 pirces.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureauof Statisitcs data.



Investment in the principal industries and capital stock

Business sector investment should express the adjustment of capital stock to a level
which enables expected GDP growth in the next few years to be achieved, and it is in this
context that the level and trend of investment should be examined. The influx of
immigrants which started at the end of 1989 raised expectations of faster economic
growth and a higher rate of return on capital, at least in the interim. These expectations
should have been reflected by firms' greater willingness to expand and invest, and
indeed there was considerably faster growth in 199092, alongside improved
profitability and significantly increased businesssector investment in the principal
industires. The latter was encouraged both by direct government aid and by the
expansionary monetary policy adopted in those years.11 In the second half of 1992 and at
the beginning of 1993 the economy underwent a process of adjustment, following the
heavy cutback in governmentinitiated residential construction. As expected, this had an
adverse effect on GDP growth in the short run, but it was also expected that the economy
would recover quickly and return to a rapid growth path. These expectations were
supported by the government's largescale investment in roads, by the peace process
which reached its zenith in the second half of 1993, and by the improvement in Israel's
international relations. Hence, businesssector investment continued expanding rapidly
in 1993, too, irsing by 16 percent. The surge in domestic demand in the second half of
1993 reinforced the optimistic expectations, which were thus the main causeof the 18.5
percent irse in pirvatesector investment in 1994. The level of investment attained allows
potential growth of at least 56 percent a year in the next few years,12 or 3 percent per
capita; it also reflects investors' awareness of the process of change, already evident, in
the source of future growth. Immigration created a large pool of cheap labor (albeit with
a higher than average level of education), which encouraged more laborintensive
production. The sharp decline in unemployment to a level of almost full employment, the
stabilization of immigration at a level of about 77,000 a year, and the fact that Israel cut
its ties with the large cheap labor force in the administered areas, require a restructuirng
that enables future growth to be based on more capitalintensive production, reminiscent
of the process which took place in the 1960s. The current level of investment, which

" Fora detailed account see the Annual Reports for 1991 and 1 992.
12 This estimate is based on the following assumptions: the level of investment in 1994 enables

capital stock to grow at a rate of 78 percent in the next few years. In the labor market, continued
immigration at the current level (about 77,000 immigrants a year) ensures a 3.5 percent increase in the
civilian labor force. The rise in factors of production made possible on the supply side, together with a
reasonable increase in productivity of 1 percent a year, enable potential GDP to grow over the next few
years at an annual rate of about 6 percent. Several developments support a rise in productivity over the
next few years: extensive investment in equipment in recent years has considerably reduced its average
age, allowing its improved utilization. It is also reasonable to assume that this investment birngs with it
new technologies, and should thus raise productivity, and that the productivity of immigrants will irse
considerably after their peirod of absorption and retraining. As the share of immigrants who have
accumulated senioirty will be greater than that of new entrants, their positive effect on productivity will
predominate.
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Table 2.7
Nonresidential Investment, by Sector, 198184

(percent)

At current pirces
Real change"(NIS million)

1994199319921990941988891986871981851994

Structures and earthworks
10.238.819.220.12.417.93.37,854Public sector6
5.33.417.110.51.87.96.91,858Publicsectorcorporations'1
6.829.218.617.82.315.14.59,712Total
30.937.140.722.93.710.51.42,265Private sector
10.630.421.518.72.59.23.711,977Total

Equipment
0.70.51.54.71.22.56.51,493Public sector1*

8.612.313.515.94.71.50.95,373Publicsector corporations'1
6.89.110.212.83.60.22.96,866Total
23.616.72.017.04.21.810.911,774Pirvate sector
16.913.55.215.41.31.08.018,640Total

Structures and equipment
8.529.614.516.52.112.00.29,347Public sector15

4.89.714.514.43.80.81.77,231Publicsector corporations0
6.819.814.515.52.96.20.916,579Total
24.719.25.617.83.40.48.914,039Pirvate sector
14.519.510.516.60.03.24.030,617Total

28.74.513.130.423.837.31.17,397Transpotr equipment*1
16.816.711.018.5468.93.438,014Grand total
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a At 1990 prices.
b Including investment in public services, roads, afforestation, earthworks, and land development.

*" c Publicsector corporations and local authoirties; including electircity, water, estimated investment in the transport equipment, mining and quarrying
industires, additional estimated investment by publicsector corporations in industry, transport, and services, as well as government enterpirses (railways,
ports, aviation and mail services), and some construction equipment.

d Forpractical reasons, transport equipment cannot be classified.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



enables businesssector capital stock to irse at 8 percent, and the increase in population,
which allows the civilian labor force to grow by 3.5 percent a year over the next few
years, yield the same rates of increase of factors of production as prevailed in the 1960s.
The significant difference is the expected 1 percent annual irse in productivity, far below
the annual 4.5 percent of those years.
Regarding the timing ofinvestment, the question is why the fall in the rateof return on

capital in 199394 did not harm the level of investment in 1994. The reduction in real
interest at the end of 1993 and the beginning of 1994Lmay have had a dominant effect.
Moreover, the lower rate ofreturn in 1994 was apparently the result of the deteiroration
in the terms of trade, and investors may have regarded it as temporary. The irse in
productivity may also have been adversely affected by the shortterm features descirbed
above, so that it may be expected to increase again, which may help the return on capital
to ervert to its upward path. Capital raised on the stock exchange by means of flotations
increased greatly in 1992, and continued irsing in 1993. Assuming that there is a certain
lag between the time capital is raised and the implementation of investment, it appears
that the timing of investments in 199394 was also influenced by the convenient and
cheap sources of finance which the stock market offered investors.13 The decline in
flotations, together with high real interest at the end of 1994, may thus reduce the future
level ofinvestment.

Table 2.8
StockExchangeFlotations, 199O94

(NIS million, current pirces)
19941993199219911990

5,4379,3585,0662,1322,432Total flotations
5,4168,9934,7071,8151,255ofwhich Shares

213653593171,177Bonds
Proceeds paid to the govenrment

7462,5981,514589280and individuals
1,9491,3481,249758396Bond redemptions
2,7425,4122,3037851,756Proceeds retained by ifnns
1,8203,8631,8346951,756Proceeds at 1990pirces

Percent .■.'■"''.י

Share of flotations in business
8.721.711.95.016.0sector investment

13 This claim is based on the assumption that ifrms face liquidity constraints (reflected inter alia by
differences in rates of return), and hence contradicts the ModiglianiMiller Law, according to which
sources of finance need not affect investments.
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Table 2.9
Total Pirvate Consumption, 198194

(Percentchange)

At current
Quantitypirces

PirceAnnual average(NIS mill.)

199419931994199319921990941986891981851994

9.45.59.610.18.17.76.54.753,495Consumption of nondurables
11.55.57.37.54.15.85.03.931,663ofwhich Food and tobacco
6.75.812.813.814.710.59.26.121,831Other nonduarbles

10.810.79.17.210.36.95.44.239,190Other services
16.615.416.328.33.79.411.41.57,760Consumption by Israelis abroad
7.213.68.87.946.66.82.42.27,447Consumption by nonresidents in Israel ()

Pirvate consumption, excl. nonproift
10.77.79.910.26.47.67.24.792,998institutions, housing and durables
6.914.211.00.524.614.412.85.915,239Durables

14.311.38.03.45.84.10.60.03,498Services of nonprofit institutions
20.816.83.24.55.23.62.43.930,223Consumption of housing services

12.210.38.87.78.27.57.04.6141,959Total pirvate consumption
12.99.78.58.86.26.76.14.4126,720Total pirvate consumption excl. durables

SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics.



5. PRIVATE CONSUMPTION AND SAVING

Per capita private consumption continued to grow rapidly, its annual rate of increase
irsing to 6.2 percent from a 5 percent average in 199293 (Table 2.11). Per capita
pirvate consumption excluding durables (an indicationof current consumpiton) also rose
by a marked 6 percent, similar to its growth in 1993 and significantly above the 1 percent
annual average of 19901992.
The ratio of consumption to disposable wage income remained fairly constant in the

long run even in recent years, despite mass immigrationin contrast to that of
consumption to total disposable income (Figure 2.3). It is thus a crucial vairable in
determining the trend of pirvate consumpiton. Many other factors affect consumption in
the short run. In 1994 per capita disposable wage income rose by about 5.5 percent in
eral terms, similar to the incerase in per capita pirvate consumption excluding durables.
This repersents a considerably faster irse in per capita income than the annual 3 percent
rate of 199293. An attempt is made below to explain why this significant increase
affected consumption which in theory is determined by the permanent irse in income.
The sizable irse in disposable wage income was led by the exceptional wage agerements
in the public services, which accounted for about 40 percent of its total incerase. These
wage incerments, which to some extent represented the correction of distoritons in wage
levels of certain groups of publicservices employees (mainly in education), may have
been considered permanent by employees, and hence their great effect on consumpiton.
Partof the agreement also specifies considerable wage increases in 1995, and this may
have erinforced the feeling that they were permanent. Empiircal studies throughout the
world have found a strong link between current income and consumption, apparently
because of the liquidity constraint.14 Hence, this income can explain most of the irse in
per capita consumption. Faster monetary expansion, alongside a reduciton in interest at
the end of 1993 and offset only in the second half of 1994, gave irse in particular to
increased purchases of consumer durables. The marked improvement in immigrants'
employment and the fall in their unemployment rate, which boosted their economic
capabilities and their feeling of belonging, also had a considerable effect on purchases of
durables (as it did on housing purchases). Falling share pirces should have reduced
consumption, but the public's past behavior patterns indicate that this effect is relaitvely
minor (about one percentage point of consumption), and occurs with a lag. Moreover, if
falling share pirces cerate expectations of a fall in their yield, this may increase current
consumption at the expense of future consumption. Thus, two conflicting effects may be
evident, so that the net result is uncertain, and in any event is not very significant.
The acceleration of the inflaiton rate duirng the year may have given irse to uncertainty

regarding the continuation of rapid growth and the future trend of income, and
apparently acted to stabilize or even reduce per capita consumption in the second halfof
1994.

M The high level of liquidity in 199394 reduced households' liquidity constraint, and hence boosted
their propensity to consume.
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Table 2.10
Pirvate Disposable Income and the Saving Rate, 199084

Real change"At current pirces (NIS million)

199419931992199119941993199219911990

6.95.07.310.4158,704132,313114,21996,14574,220National income
General govenrment domestic

16.09.210.56.33,0542,3472,3421,9141,534income rfom assets
9.29.75.14.129,78024,30020,07917,25314,118Depreciation15

Gross pirvate income
7.16.06.99.4185,430154,266131,956111,48486,804from economic activity
14.911.89.41.944,77334,73428,17023,24919,430Total dierct taxes0
6.65.96.09.020,60017,22814,74312,5639,819Net curernt transferpayments
3.01.40.92.211,18410,2779,1908,3776,987Interest on internal debt

Gross disposable income
4.54.45.710.5172,441147,037127,719109,17584,180from domestic sources
13.09.620.44.79,5807,5596,2524,688Transfers to individuals from abroadd 3,814

Total disposable
4.94.66.310.2182,021154,596133,971113,86387,994income

Percent
Saving rate on income

17.720.923.425.122.9rfom domestic sources
22.024.826.928.226.3Total saving rate

" In terms of purchasing power of basket of consumption goods.
b Pirvate sector.
c Direct taxes include income tax, national insurance payments (including employers' contirbutions), and other property taxes.
dNot including transfers on capital account
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



Figure 2.2
Private Saving and Disposable Wage Income as Propotrion of
Total Disposable Income, 196494
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SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

The assumption that the public attaches greater importance to the trend of disposable
wage income than to other income when assessing permanent income should be
explained. The reason seems to be that the former is transferred directly to households,
whereas the mechanism by which some of the latter reaches them (mainly through firms
quoted on the stock exchange) is more complex and more exposed to irregularity and
uncertainty. A large share of physical capital is held by quoted companies, and in Israel
only a small proportion of their profits (which constitute the return on this capital) is
distributed to shareholders in the form of dividends. The balance of the companies'
profits should be reflected in the value of shares held by the public, and the transmission
mechanism from the companies to households passes through the stock exchange.
Experience has shown that this mechanism is faulty, and in the interim period there is
frequently a major divergence between a company's economic value and the market
value of its shares. It is therefore difficult for the public to evaluate this wealth correctly.
The faster growth of private consumption than total disposable income is relfected by

a significant fall in the private saving rate since 1992, down to 22 percent of total
disposable income in 1994 (Table 2.10), a low level in comparison with the past (Figure
2.2). The decline in the saving rate in 199394 appears to reflect a fall in the rate for both
households and firms, also indicated by the real reduction in the return on capital.
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Figure 2.3
Indices of Private Consumption as Proportion of Total Disposable Income and
Disposable Wage Income, 198094 a
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Pirvate consumption excluding durables.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

6. NATIONAL SAVING, INVESTMENT, AND THE CURRENT ACCOUNT

The national saving rate fell for the second successive year, and is currently lower than
the average for 199094, but higher than that prevailing in the 1980s (Table 2.12). The
decline reflects a lower private saving rate, with no signiifcant change in the government
rate. The rate of investment stabilized at a relatively high level in 199394 compared with
the 1980s. The composition of investment changed, that in the principal industries rising
at the expense of inventory and housing.
The combination of the lower national saving rate and the unchanged rate of

investment was erflected by the large deficit in the currentaccount balance of payments
 $2.8 billion in 1994 and $1.4 billion in 1993 after it had been in balance on average
in 199092. The balanceof payments deficit (as a percentage of total income) was twice
that in the first half of the 1980s. The reduction in national saving in 199394 thus
incerased the net external debt by about $ 4.4 billion some 5 percent of total income.
The decline in the national saving rate erflects several factors. First, the deteiroration

in the terms of tarde and the failuer of productivity to irse adversely affected the erturn on
capital and reduced the saving arte of ifrms. Secondly, the exceptional wage increments
in the public services greatly increased the shaer of public consumption in total income,
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Table 2.11
Per Capita income, Consumption, andWealth, 196184

19941993199219911990
Average

199094198889198687198189
6.2
5.9
8.4
5.9
2.5
2.1

5.4
0.9

5.0
6.0
2.0
6.9
2.0
1.7

3.1
4.3

4.5

2.5
20.3
1.7

2.6
2.0

3.1
8.8b

1.1

0.3
13.6
0.7
3.9
4.1

1.9
2.1

2.3
0.9
13.6
0.9
3.5
3.9

1.7
1.6

3.8
3.0
10.5

2.9
2.9
2.8

3.0
2.1

0.7

1.4

4.1
2.6
3.8
4.0

3.3

10.0
7.4
29.3
7.2

5.3

4.4

11.3

Total pirvate consumption 3 .9

Total consumption excl. durables 34

Purchases of durables ל . 1

Standard of living* 39
Disposable income from all sources 25
Disposable income from domestic sources 2.7

Disposable income from wages and current
transfer payments 41

* Defined as pirvate consumption excluding purchases of durables, plus an estimate ot ™P111**1 **1''c™ aenvmg Irom u
b The estimate ofr this year appears to be biased upwards.  
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Table 2.12
National Saving, Investment, and the Current Account, 198184

Annual average (S million(Percent of total income4

Change199094198689199419931992199094198689198185

Gross savingb
86.1437.4523.51.81.11.60.51.56.1General govenrment

6,303.413,382.17,078.716.318.420.019.116.023.4Pirvate
6,217.313,819.57,602.218.119.521.619.617.517.2Total

Gross investment
488.1678.9190.81.01.20.80.90.50.3Inventoires

4,590.89,541.94,951.115.414.612.913.411.412.6Fixed nonresidential
2,621.44,618.11,996.75.35.57.96.64.56.7Dwellings
7,700.214,838.97,138.721.721.321.720.916.419.6Total

105.2279.2174.00.30.30.60.40.40.7Capital transfers

Current account0
3,064.84,823.11,758.38.46.86.36.74.16.7Civilian import surplusd
1,687.14,082.82,395.75.15.36.85.85.65.1Civilian unilatearl transferse
1,377.7740.3637.53.31.40.50.91.51.7Total

a Total income is GNP (as per new SNA definitions) plus unilateral transfers from abroad (converted to NIS at the official exchange arte).
b The saving figures are based on nominal interest payments.
c Saving less investment, plus capital transfers.
d The civilian import surplus includes net payments to factors of production abroad.
e Calculated as the current account deifcit less the civilian import surplus, and hence it includes some foreigncurrency conversions by the IDF.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statisticsdata.
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Figure 2.4
Rate ofSaving, Investment, and the Current Account, 197694

(percentage of total income, at ofifcial exchange rate(
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SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

as well as boosting pirvate consumption. Thirdly, the acceleration of monetary
expansion was accompanied by a reduction of the interest rate at the end of 1993 which
was offset only in the second half of 1994.
An analysis of the reasons for the decline of the pirvate saving rate in 1993 suggests

that it was caused in the main by permanent factors, i.e., the adjustment of consumption
to the trend of disposable wage income. Assessing the causesof its further fall in 1994,
it appears that at least some of them are transient, e.g., the effect of expansionary
monetary policy (expansionary at the beginning of the year and contractionary towards
the end). It seems therefore that in the next few years there will be forces acting to raise
the pirvate saving rate to some extent.
If the increment in the external debt airsing from the decline in the national saving rate

is not long term, it leads to a oneoff reduction in future national income due to the
greater debtservicing burden. However, as the current level of investment enables future
per capita national income to grow at an annual rate of 3 percent (see note 12), the irse in
the external debt by about 5 percentage points of income does not represent a particularly
heavy longterm burden. If the deficit persists, however, it will impair the future rate of
growth of national income. This contrasts with a situation in which (over several years)
the external debt finances profitable investments, whose future yield is expected to cover
the cost of debt servicing, but which also enable national income to increase through
higher employment (as a complementary factor of production). Moreover, a compairson
of the balance of payments deficit with its possible future financing indicates that if the
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Figure 2.5
Gross National Saving Rate, by Sector, 196094
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SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

persent currentaccount balance of payments deficit continues, it will result in the
utilization within the next two and a half years of all the loans guaranteed by the US
government. (At the end of 1994 the balance of the guarantees was $5.5 billion.) A
situation in which the loan guarantees have been almost entierly utilized, alongside a
considerable deficit in the currentaccount balance of payments, would harm Israel's
international financial standing. Therefore, measures should be considered which will
raise the longterm real interest rate. Furthermore, the significance of financing the
curerntaccount deficit by means of foerign loans guaranteed by the US government is
that the rate of inteerst on these loans is the longrun marginal rate of interest currently
facing the economy. If savings and investment aer to be determined efficiently, investors
and savers must be able to meet this longterm real interest rate.15 To calculate this
inteerst rate, certain assumptions must be made.16 These are that the real inteerst rate in

15 As investors do not receive loans directly from the guarantees, a situation may airse in which the
government makes these monies available to them at a different interest rate.
" The assumptions are: first, the rate of increase of the dollar prices of exports is 3 percent per

annum, the same as in 198594; second, the trendofappreciation in the real exchange rate is 0.5 percent
a year, third, the premium for uncertainty regarding dollar inflation is 0.5 percent. The trend of
appreciation underlying this calculation is evident, but it is not clear whether it will continue, because
the full cost of servicing the debt will be incurred only in the future, and because it may be assumed that
eventually housing demand will contract significantly, when mass immigration ends and the population
stabilizes. Demand will then be diverted to tradables, with real depreciation, reversing the trend of the last
ten years. Hence, a trend ofslow appreciation 0.5 percent a year has been assumed.
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Table 2.13
Infrastructure Investment, 197094

TotalTransport and communications
infrastrucExcl.

tureTotalRoadsroadsWaterworksElectricity
Total infrastructure
stock end1994

92,07256,19025,54130,64910,37525,507)NIS million(
Real annual average
rate of change

6.16.86.37.42.48.0197080
3.22.42.22.72.35.5198185
4.85.34.36.20.06.3198692
6.77.96.19.50.17.01992

7.78.49.37.70.99.01993

7.57.79.36.30.610.31994
Gross investment in

8,8915,3182,3762,9422313,3421994 )NIS million(
Real annual average
rate of change

1.92.74.02.18.211.0197080
3.21.99.55.712.77.8198185
17.519.230.016.24.616.4198692
20.213.761.65.848.931.21993
7.12.29.52.935.621.91994

Infrastructure/GDP ratio*
At current prices

41.320.98.112.811.29.21970
47.828.813.315.58.310.61980

48.627.113.313.88.712.81985

43.026.012.014.05.211.91993
41.625.411.513.84.711.51994

At 1990 pirces
40.522.611.710.910.47.51970

45.127.513.514.17.99.71980
46.226.813.113.77.911.61985

46.027.712.515.25.612.81993

46.528.112.815.35.313.11994
a Infrastructure stock at beginning ofyear dividedby GDP during the year.
SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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1994 was about 5 pecrent, compared with 3.5 percent in 1993 (the nominal rates were
8.4 percent and 7 percent respectively). The real yield to maturity of longterm (10year)
government bonds in 1994 was 3.2 pecrent, compared with 2.9 percent in 1993 (Table
2.4). Mortgage interest was 4.5 percent, annual average, similar to its rate in 1993.
Thus, it would seem that the annual average longterm inteerst rate was too low in 1994
(it rose towards the end of the year). This contrasted with the situation in 1993, when
real longterm interest was similar to that derived from the nominal interest paid on
foerign loans guaranteed by the US government.

7. PRINCIPAL INDUSTRIES

Industry17

Industrial production, which accounts for 30 percent of businesssector product, grew
by 7.2 pecrent in 1994, continuing the expansion which began in 1990 with the large
influx of immigrants, and which has been characterized by rates of growth unseen since
the early 1970s. Production rose fairly evenly during the year, and all the principal
industires  except for transport equipment expanded by between 6 and 11 percent
(Table 2.15). Alongside the growth in product, capital and labor input rose in all the
pirncipal industires except for transport equipment. Labor input18 and capital increased
by 6 percent, so that labor and total productivity rose by only 1 percent.19 Investment
grew by 21 percent, similar to its increase in 1993.
Industiral exports increased by 12 percent, after irsing by 19 pecrent in 1993. As in

1993, the increase in exports to new Asian markets was notable, but in contrast to that
year, exports to the traditional Western European markets also grew while those to East
Europe declined. Export growth by industry was more even than in 1993, when 90
percent of the increase was concentrated in three industires (representing 55 percent of
exports) transport equipment, electircal and electronic equipment, and chemical and oil
products. By contrast, in 1994 the rate of increase of exports of these there was similar
to that of other industires.

l7 Industry data in this section exclude diamonds, and are based on industrial production indices and
labor inputs calculated by the CBS. Growth rates of industrial product in 1993 implicit in business
sector product according to National Accounts figures for that year are lower than the indices given
here, as are rates of profitability and productivity. The financial statements of quoted industrial
companies, which account for some 40 percent of industiral revenue, also indicate a significant decline in
profitability in 1993.

1S Labor input in industry includes industrial workers employed through employment agencies.
Nonetheless, the rate of increase is lower than the 8 percent estimated in the Labour Force Surveys.
" Profitability indices. i.e., labor productivity, total productivity, and return on capital, are defined in

section 1 above.
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Table 2.14
Industrial Indicators, 198094"

(annual change,percent)
19941993199219911990199094198889198687198085

Activity
Output and exports

7.26.88.26.76.37.02.44.32.6Gross value added
12.218.711.40.36.29.86.57.59.2Real industrial exports

Labor and capital inputs
5.85.17.35.01.14.45.21.00.5Labor input (hours)b
4.64.94.74.70.83.64.91.50.5Number of employees
6.45.14.63.02.04.23.23.94.9Gross capital stockc>d
21.016.38.723.117.217.27.23.86.1Real gross investment0

Productivityb
1.31.60.81.67.52.62.93.32.1Gross value added per manhour
1.21.61.62.26.42.60.12.40.6Total productivity

Profitability
Relative prices

97.096.095.097.098.097.099.099.092.0Unit labor costsef
94.094.093.094.097.094.097.099.0100.0Input/output pircese
88.090.088.088.091.089.092.0100.0110.0Export/wholesale pricese

Rate of return
14.315.015.113.713.014.212.812.717.5Gross capital^
14.215.916.613.912.414.611.911.721.0Net capital11

10.07.09.09.015.010.018.022.032.0Real interest
294.0364.0277.0185.0119.0248.085.0113.0103.0Industiral shareprice indexe

a Excluding diamonds.
b Taken from indices of indutrial production, plus industrial workers employed by employment agencies.
c Including motor vehicles.
d Real gross capital stock atbeginning of year.
e inirpx 1QR6 inn

of industrialthe indexdivided byindex of industiral product pirces,
lltUCA 17OU  x\AJ,

f Index of total labor cost (the multiple of labor input and labor cost), less the
norductinn
8 Calculated as the ratioof gross value added less labor costs to capital stock including vehicles.
h Calculatedas the ratio of gross value added less depreciation and labor costs to depreciated capital stock including vehicles.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



Profitability declined in 1994: real wages (erlative to product prices) incerased by more
than productivity, so that unit labor costs rose by 2 percent, similar to their incerase in
1993; net erturn on capital fell rfom 15.9 percent to 14.2 percent, and the total erturn on
gross capital also declined.20
The componentsof output growth in 199394 differ from those in 199092, although

the average annual rate of increase of industiral product was the same in both peirods7
percent. In 199092 construction industry demand was buoyant, and industrial
production deirving directly from construction concentrated mainly in the industries
associated with construction, such as quarrying, construction carpentry, metal products,
cement, glass, and tiles surged by an annual average of 24 percent. In 199394,
however, the increase in industiral product deirved mainly from greater international
demand, inter alia from markets newly opened to Israel, and from the irse in pirvate
consumption, while construction demand remained relatively stable. Another difference
between the peirods is that profits grew in the first, but not in the second. A third
diffeernce is the incerase in the curerntaccount deficit in 1993, as industiral output failed
to keep up with demand.
The decline in profitability in 199394 (compared with 1992) was caused partly by

low productivity, and partly by the fact that costs of wages, inputs and capital all rose
faster than industiral product pirces. Proiftability of exports fell in 1994, due to the
exchangerate policy and the deteiroration in the terms of trade, which contirbuted to the
erlative fall in export pirces (Table 2.14). However, due to the irse in export pirces in
1993, their level in 1994 did not decline below that pervailing in 199192. In addition,
the erlative profitability ofexport industires incerased, as a result of their improved labor
productivity, whereas in industires producing mainly for the domestic market it ermained
unchanged.
Real wage incerases aer expected in 1995, as wage hikes in the public services airsing

from wage agreements signed in 1994 are apt to spill over into the business sector.
Furthermore, wage costs are expected to irse as a result of legislation which increased
mandatory employee beneifts from January 1995. It is also reasonable to assume that
wages will irse as the economy approaches full employment.

20 The estimates of return on capital are based on the 1990 Industry and Crafts Surveys and annual
industrial indices published by the CBS. Note that nominal labor cost in transport equipment fell,
increasing profitability in this major industry. The reason for the fall in labor costs in this industry and
in defense plants belonging to other industries is that it does not include extraordinary severance pay
ments covered by the government. If these were included, profitability would have declined even more.
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Investment
9.143.47.835.923.92.918.59.011.210.3Food, beverages. &L tobacco
6.4^1.631.351.35.227.220.022.78.111.4Textiles, clothing £ leather
8.673.210.49.058.724.231.517.319.97.7Wood, paper, £ (Hinting

19.510.50.932.31.214.36.85.618.67.1Rubber, plastics, chemicals, d oil
15.267.042.49.976.219.739.113.218.942Mining, etc.a
10.10.733.412.738.914.815.020.75.63.6Basic metals, etc.b
6.117.73.226.161.843.119.95.411.112.9Tarnsport equipment
25.134.735.66.116.118.122.10.77.816.1Electircal equipment, etc.c
100.021.016.38.723.117.217.27.23.86.1Weighted average

29.618.423.728.010.022.013.115.519.5Weighted standard deviation
a Mining, quarrying, and nonmetallic minerals.
b Basic metals, metal products, and machinery.
c Electircal and electronic equipment, and other.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



In addition to the above factors, profits were also affected by the cost of credit and
taxation:21 realex post interest on localcurrency credit orse rfom 7 pecrent in 1993 to 10
percent in 1994. The cost of indexed credit rose in 1994, as did that of capital, for firms
issuing shares on the stock exchange. On the other hand, corporation tax was reduced
rfom 39 to 38 percent, as part of the longterm porgram to birng itdown from 43 to 36
percent. Nevertheless, corporation tax receipts rose significantly, and it appears that the
reduction of the tax rates has not yet lowered the actual tax burden. One indicator of
proiftability is the index of share pirces. The 50 percent fall in the general sharepirce
index suggests that porfit expectations declined.

. Despite imporved poriftability at the beginning of the 1990s, the yield on gorss capital
is still lower than in the early 1980s, and far below that of the 1970s and that prevailing
in many developed countires. In the long term, the most important determinant of
investment in buildings, equipment, and other assets is the expected level of proifts. In
1994, internally generated funds corporate proifts less interest payments, dividends
and taxes contracted (as a percentage of gorss capital), due to lower porifts and higher
tax payments. The reduction was more than offset by an increase in bank credit, so that
gross investment increased. Other factors which constitute a smaller share of investment
ifnance are public offerings, and capital grants from the government, mainly in the
context of the Encouragement of Capital Investments Law. The grants did not increase in
1994,22 and there was a decline in new issues, as share pirces fell.

Agriculture

The most notable features in agirculture in 1994 were the lack of gorwth of product, the
decline in productivity alongside the continued irse in labor input, and the exceptional
increase in the relative pirce of agircultural product. If corp insurance compensation and
other subsidies (which are not included in the value of production) are deducted rfom
total income in the industry, there was an improvement in farmers' average current
income rfom capital and own labor, after this had fallen in 1993 and followed a
downward trend in recent years (Table 2.16). The irse in relative pirces of agircultural
output, particularly of certain crops, was of special signiifcance in 1994 due to its effect
on the CPI.
Most indicators show that the relative contraction of the industry continued in 1994: its

share of gross businesssector product (at constant factor pirces) declined to 4.2 pecrent;
fresh agircultural exports, which increased by about 10 pecrent, amounted to some $ 580

21Hence the data on proiftability appeairng in Table 2.14 overestimate capital proifts. The yield on net
capital including the stock of inputs, working capital, and land, is estimated at about 89 percent, while
after tax (excluding tax benefits and capital grants) it is only 5 percenL

22 The government's commitment to finance future investment increased, suggesting that government
grants will grow in the next few years. In the context of the Encouragement of Capital Investments Law,
the government also guarantees approved programs, and expenses related to meeting these guarantees
may also rise in future.
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million, but their share of total merchandise exports fell to 3.5 percent.23 Agriculture's
shareof employed Israelis was 3.3 percent The average number employed in agriculture
(including workers from Judea, Samaria, Gaza, and abroad) was 76,000, or 4 percent of
total employment, the same as the industry>s share in GDP. The contraction of the
industry's gross capital stock, and the rise in the numberof employed and in labor input
persisted in 1994.
The rate ofincrease of both components of agricultural output crops and livestock

fell in 1994, and per capita output actually dropped. Some crops suffered from an
unusual combination of natural conditions and supply factors under fanners' control,
both of which acted to reduce output, especially in the second half of the year. In the
absence of close substitutes, demand for fresh agricultural produce is inelastic, as is
supply in the short run, due inter alia to short shelf life and the lack ofcompetition from
imports, so that a erlatively small reduction in supply sends prices soaring. Crop output
for the domestic market fell by an estimated 34 percent in 1994, compared with a 6
percent rise in 1993. As the winter of 1993/94 was warmer than usual, and some
(particularly deciduous) orchards were not exposed to the required amount of cold,
certain crops (apples, pears, etc.,) plummeted from their 1993 levels. Others (bananas
and flowers) benefited from these weather conditions. The weather was the decisive
factor regarding fruit, and the uprooting of orchards and groves had only a marginal
effect. Consumer and producer prices of fruit rose by 16 percent and 9 percent
erspectively, erlative to the CPI.
Relative domestic consumer prices of vegetables rose by 11 percent, annual average,

and prices to farmers by 1314 percent. The reason for these increases, unlike those of
fruit, was the fall in output, especially in the second half of the year, mainly due to steps
taken by farmers. First, following the sharp fall in prices in 1993 and declining
profitability, fanners erduced the area under cultivation and cut output. Secondly, the
planning of tomato production was canceled, and some farmers who had received
compensation for forgoing their production quotas left the industry. Thirdly, in 1993
farmers in the Gaza aera had expanded vegetable production by some 18 percent, at the
expense of orchards which were uprooted because of water salinity. Vegetable
production in the administeerd aeras reached 41 percent of that in Israel, and some of it
was sold in Israel. Production did not increase further in 1994, as farmers in the
administered areas feaerd that their exports to Israel would be harmed by the autonomy
agreement. Fourthly, Israel's farmers did not share this assessment, and their fear that
the domestic market would be inundated with produce from the administered areas
spurred them to reduce aeras under cultivation. Fifthly, although tomato exports aer pro
tected by minimum prices, they aer also supported by the diversion of surplus exports to
the domestic market. Due indierctly to the fall in domesitc pirces in 1993, the profitability
of exports declined, as did the availabilityof this source for domestic sales in 1994.

o According to foreigntrade statistics.
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The main crops responsible for the marked price increases of agricultural products
accounted for 1415 percent of agricultural output, and the 19 percent fall in their output
caused a 43 percent rise, on average, of prices to farmers. Production of other crops
expanded by 6 percent, and their producer prices rose by only 4 percent.
The government neither foresaw the shortage of fruit and vegetables, nor considered

the use of imports as a regulator due to its negative attitude to agricultural imports
and hence it did not authorize them in time or efficiently. As a result, consumer prices of
fresh fruit and vegetables rose by 27.3 percent, annual average, and by 76.7 percent
duirng the year. These two items thus contirbuted 0.9 percent and 3.6 percentage points
respectively to the irse in the CPI.
In the context of these pirce increases, the subject of agircultural planning arose once

again, just when the system of production quotas for vegetables which had been found
inefficient was almost completely abolished, greatly reducing the government's ability
to guarantee minimum pirces for farmers. A scheme which insures against sharp pirce
reductions and guarantees farmers' income and market stability should be considered. It
would be in the government's interest to help finance this, while permitting imports
within the limitations required for crop and consumer protection.
Livestock output continued expanding in quantitative terms faster than the population.

The reform in egg production, intended to reduce overproduction and the number of
farmers in that branch, was unsuccessful, and surpluses continued to accumulate in
1994. The irse in subsidies for the disposal of surpluses, the purchase of quotas etc.,
prevented the total collapse of the family poultry farming unit. Nonetheless, the fall in
consumer pirces resulted in reduced egg production in Judea, Samaira, and Gaza and
lower imports from there. The producer pirce, determined by production costs, is elastic
with regard to the pirce of feed, which fell in real terms; hence the pirce of total inputs
rose by only 4 percent. Poultrymeat production was also reformed, the pirncipal
features being that production quotas were eased, and their conversion from group to
individual quotas was allowed, thus making them transferable, and also that they were
enlarged, enabling production units to be streamlined.
Agircultural production for export surged in 1994, especially in crops, which had

remained unchanged in 1993. Nevertheless, the share of the total value of agircultural
production exported remained 19 percent, due to the decline in the relative pirce of
exports. The terms of trade for crop exports (the ratio of export pirce to pirces of inputs
in crop production) deteirorated by 6 percent in 1994, because for most of the peirod
exports to Europe suffered from the slump and fierce competition. As agircultural
exports recorded in the balance of payments are not the same as production for export, it
is difficult to assess the effect of the change in the exchange rate on them.
Production of flowers for export, whose share of total agircultural exports is

constantly rising, increased by 40 percent in volume terms, with price falling
considerably. This was due to favorable weather conditions in the winter of 1993/94,
and the changed composition airsing from the increase in exports of summer vaireties
(generally cheaper than winter ones). Production of citrus for exports has contracted
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Iefble 2.16
IndicatorsofAgricultural Production, 198794"

(real annual change, pecrent(

Avearge

199>199319921991199194198790

1.62.66.84.41.63.2
2.53.61.62.81.30.2
0.51.312.86.21.96.6
8.311.813.912.71.33.5

4.811.43.210.51.94.6
2.03.03.53.63.01.7
6.512.96.57.74.83.0

4.19.09.34.80.011.7
1.53.912.31.62.010.4

9.93.71.90.92.62.5
1.810.914.022.912.74.6
12.17.11.47.57.01.6

9.05.66.99.87.811.0
4.39.49.012.18.714.4
4.53.41.92.10.83.1

Output
Total output*
Inputs0
Gorss porduct
Total farm income11

Factor input
Labor
Gorss capital stockf
Capital/labor ratio
Productivity
Product/labor ratio
Total productivity*
Exports11
Citrus
Other
Total

Prices
Output
Purchased inputs
Termsof trade*

a Calendar years, except for data on citrus, avocado, bananas, and flowers, which are for agricultural
years. Output and productivity are according to average annual prices. Agricultuarl production comprises
marketed produce, consumption of homegrown produce, changes in livestock, intermediate output, and
investment in newlyplanted orchards and afforestation.
b Outputcalculated at producer pirces, including intermediate output
c Purchased inputs plus intermediate output.
d At constant prices, deflated by CPI.
e Million manhours; data form Labour Force Surveys and family survey in administered areas. From

1993, data on workers form the administered areas are based on employment services data. E)ata from
1992 include estimates of foreign labor. 1994 data on workers form the administered areas are based
entirely on employment services data.

f At beginning ofprevious year, at constant pirces. Based on CBS investment data. Data in this table
are adjusted, and differ from the figures in previous Annual Reports.

* Product per weighted unit of capital and labor (the average weight of labor is 59 percent).
h Based on data in 1988 dollars (foreigntarde statistics), excluding exports to the administered areas.
' Change in the index ofrelative output/input pirces.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau ofStatistics data.
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geratly in recent years, but in 1994 its rate of decrease moderated considerably. The 19
percent irse in the producer pirce is notable, and was largely due to a change in
marketing policy and the method of determining citrus pirces, completing the erform of
recent years. The new system includes a quality permium, and makes growers more
exportoirented.
For the second year in succession, the irse in the industry's purchase of inputs

outstirpped the growth of output, and as in 1993, there was a 6 percent irse in feed
purchases (which account for a third of the valueof the industry's total input purchases).
This is a higher rate of increase than that of livestock output, apparently due to pirce
stability in dollar terms. Water pirces rose at the same rate as the CPI, due to the intro
duction of an automatic pirceadjustment system.Water consumption rose by less than in
1993, but again farmers left some 20 percent of their quotas, offered at the top pirce
bracket, unused. The aggregate pirceofpurchased inputs rose by a nominal 45 percent
The agircultural output/input pirces ratio improved for the first time in many years,

irsing by 4.5 percent. As agircultural output increased by less than the extent of input
purchases, the quantitative irse in the former was minimal less than 1 percent and its
shaer of gross businesssector product at constant pirces fell.
Agircultural investment, especially in buildings, declined by 4 percent in 1994, after

there yearsof rapid growth. This seems to have resulted from falling profitability in
vairous branches of the industry in recent years, domestic surpluses, the quest for
alternative nohagircultural rural occupations, credit difficulties which affected much of
the agircultural sector because of the histoircal debt burden, and uncertainty ergarding the
expected level of agircultural trade with the autonomy and Judea and Samaira. As gross
investment in 1994 was again less than the annual discard rate, gross capital stock
continued to shirnk.24 Since 1985 agirculture has been characteirzed by its high
consumption of capital, amounting to approximately 20 percent by the end of 1994.
While capital stock contracted, labor input expanded, continuing a ternd which started

in 1992. The faster rate of increase of labor input in 199394 is due mainly to the
employment in agircultuer of thousands of foreign workers.25 The irse in employment in
agirculture was accompanied by a significant change in its composition. Although since
1991 only 700 workers (net) have been added to those employed in agirculture, this is
the result of significant changes in the compositionof employment: the number of non
wageearners (mostly members of kibbutzim and moshavim smallholders' cooperative
settlements) fell by 6,400, and the number of workers from the administeerd areas by
4,800 in the same peirod. On the other hand, the number of Israeli wage earners rose by

MData relating to agricultural capital stock have been !^classified and recalculated.
M Employment data for 199394 have become less reliable, due to the incomplete statistics regarding

workers from the administered areas (and in particular from Gaza since autonomy). The same applies to
foreign workers. Information on their number, industrial distribution, number of hours worked, etc., is
obtained from several sources. According to Ministry of Agriculture data, more than 10,000 foreign
workers were employed in agriculture at the end of 1994.
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6,900, and of foreign workers by 6.000.26 As a result, the share of nonwageearners in
the number employed fell from about 60 percent in 1990 to 50 percent, on average, in
1994. In the same period the share of workers from the administered areas fell from 17
to 10 percent. In the context of the special structuer of the rural sector in Israel, sharp
changes in the composition of employment are a direct cause of the decline in labor and
total productivity in 199394, a most unusual trend in agirculture. The composition of
groups employed in agriculture differs in occupations, professional skill, and
motivation, and hence in productivity. It is also relevant that in 199394 employment in
affoerstation, wheer output is measured differently, increased, In 1994, too, the
government subsidized the employment of Israelis in agirculture, as part of its efforts to
reduce unemployment. It is no surpirse, theerfore, that an average annual incerase in
product of 1.9 percent in 199194 was accompanied by a similar irse in labor input, and
that labor productivity marked time, after irsing rapidly in 19871990. It is dififcult to
assess whether the change in productivity is long term, because it is unclear whether the
new composition ofemployment is stable.
If the above trend of substitution in agircultuer continues, together with pirvatization

and liberalization, changes in the industry's structure may be expectedin the
composition of the factors of production; aeras of specialization; size and geographical
sperad of production units; greater dependence on cheap, not necessairly seasonal,
workers; relatively lower capital intensity; the abandonment of the family farming unit; a
move to large production units or farms in order to benefit from economies of scalein
contrast to mixed agircultural units; and the changeover from agircultural to community
settlements in which a minoirty is engaged in agircultuer and employs hierd labor. In this
context, structural changes in the marketing of agircultural produce aer also expected.
Direct subsidies of agircultural output for the domestic market doubled in real terms,

with disposal of surpluses of eggs and poultry accounting for the lion's share.
Restructuirng vairous branches of agircultural production to limit overproduction, in the
context of exposuer to imports from the autonomy, is likely to reduce this subsidy
component. Subsidies are estimated at about 32 percent of agircultural output in 1994.
With the necessary erservations airsing from differences in definitions and methods of
measuerment, note that aid to agirculture in the EU and the OECD in 1993 totaled 48
percent and 42 percent respectively of the value of production.

M Annual averages. estimates. These are subject to sampling and other errors, and are intended to
illustarte the development.
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Table 2.17
Output and Pirces ofTransport and Communications, 198684

1Annual changeEstimated
\Relative pirceboutputRealpecrentof

19861986total 1993
1994199319929119941993199291Product8 Income
3.50.60.52.65.94.56.91.132.047.4Land transport
3.58.25.27.62.06.37.06.36.511.8Buses
2.14.10.64.17.88.99.22.34.16.5Taxis'
6.03.53.10.38.18.36.94.520.828.0Road haulage8'0
3.61.11.52.30.37.55.06.00.60.5Railways

6.66.67.12.80.00.6Oil and gas pipelines'
3.00.03.67.73.25.38.96.020.112.2Shipping and ports
0.44.63.18.80.94.78.95.315.47.3Shipping
18.27.35.03.013.86.39.09.84.74.9Ports

3.82.13.312.85.59.63.613.010.1
Civil aviation and
airports

4.02.34.63.310.25.38.23.811.48.1Civil aviation

2.10.43.93.234.66.520.32.51.62.0Airports
8.86.66.80.58.215.313.010.125.319.8Communications

15.321.011.00.99.510.5Other

9.07.99.63.40.03.7
Stoarge, refrigeration.
terminals, parking lots'

18.727.911.80.50.06.8Other tarnsport services'*

3.20.93.10.07.58.49.35.0100.0
Total output at
market prices

8.18.59.14.8100.0
Total grossproduct
at 1988 prices

23.48.817.513.8Gross investment6

7.86.95.21.9Gross capital stock*



Employed person*
Labor input*

Labor productivity11
Total productivity*

2.62.17.60.3
6.34.48.20.7
1.63.90.84.0
1.02.72.23.4

*Output estimated from the outputinput tables. Price estimates calculated by the Central Bureau of Statistics.
b Relative to implicit pirce index of businesssector product
c Estimated increase in output from 1990 to 1994 based on the 1990 road haulage survey of the Central Bureau of Statistics.
d Estimated increase in outputbased on VAT data from the Central Bureauof Statistics.
*The 198690 figure gives the change over the preceding five years (annual rate). The yeartoyear change during 198690 averaged one percent per year.
* At beginningofyear.
8 Data on communications are for Bezeq and the Postal Authority only.
." Output per unit of labor input.
' Estimated productivity is biased, as roads, which account for a large shaer ofcapital, are also used for private travel.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statisticsdata.
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Figure 2.6 ab
Investment in Infrastructure, 196594

Transport, excl. roads
I and vehicles

N^

1.2
)percent of GNP(

0.8

0.6

0.4

1970 75 80 85 90 1970 75 80 85 90
0.2

1965 70 75 80 85 90

aThick line  moving average.
Thin line  oirginal data.
Calculations based on current pirces.

SOURCE: Based on Central Bureauof Statistics data.

Transport and communications

In 1994 the industry's product rose by some 8 percent, slightly less than in 1993 (Table
2.17).27 Labor producitvity rose by 2 percent, and total producitvity by 1 percent; the
share of the industry in the business sector remained at its 1993 level of 12.5 percent
(Table 2.2). Growth resulted from the demand of other industries which expanded, and
from higher consumption demand. It was concentrated mainly in aviation, travel
agencies,28 trucks, and communications; in the latter competiiton increased significantly.
The decline in the use of buses conitnued, slowing down the rate of growth. Prices of
transport and communicaitons29 rose by 3 percent less than that of total businesssector
product. The real wage in the industry as a whole, which is higher than in other
industires, did not irse in 1994 (in terms of consumer prices), although its conitnued rise
in communications is notable.

י2 The total rate of increase of output, weighted by its subindustries' shares in revenue, was 7.5
percent. In the absence of data for the whole year, developments in the industry are generally analyzed
using JanuarySeptember data.
a These account for the bulk of services not elsewhere specified, in the item 'Other* in Table 2.17.
w Price indices for theseare of output prices.
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Table 2.18
Investment in TranspotrandCommunicaitons, 198694

Composition of
investments in 1994

Share of
total

(percent(
Amount

(NIS million(
Real average annual change (percent)
198692 1993 1994

Roads 2,376 18 25

Total vehicles 7,397 55 17
ftw/ucA Trucks" 3,328 25 18

Other transportb 724 5 16
0/ h'/ucA Railways 162 1

Total transport 10,412 77 18

Communications0 3,075 23 13

Total tarnsport and communications 13,487 100 17

962
294

1914

122
345

2112

300.1
239

aIncluding commercial vehicles.
1*Including railways, sea and airports, storage, terminals, parking lots, and items not specified elsewhere.
c Estimated investment of Bezeq, Cellcom, and the Postal Authority.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau ofStatistics data.

Investment in roads increased by 9.5 percent, after the breakthrough in 1993 had
brought it to a high level (Table 2.18 and Figure 2.6). This investment did not solve the
problem of congestion, however: vehicle movement (mileage) rose rapidly, exerting
pressure on the infrastructure. After many years of underinvestment, not enough is being
done in this sphere. Traffic in city centers requires special solutions, inter alia greater
utilization of public transport, and in the longer run, establishing a masstransportation
system such as a light rail or subway, currently under discussion. Investment in air and
sea ports continued, but they still suffer from considerable pressure due to the increase in
traffic passing through them. The sharp rise in investment in communications in 1994 is
the result of somewhat increased competition; investment in mobile telephones expanded
greatly after a license was granted to another operator, and the benefits of competition
were evident in improved and cheaper service.
Relative prices of different branches of the industry (compared with prices of

businesssector product) continued to follow the same path as in recent years: in com
munications, where there is rapid innovation, prices fell faster, following government
intervention; prices of international flights and truck haulage also continued to fall, in
response to continued surplus capacity. On the other hand, as the subsidy on public
transport was reduced, bus fares rose relative to the CPI.
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Construction

Construction output expanded by about 6 percent in 1994, after falling in 1993. Most of
the expansion was in nonresidential construction investment, which rose by 11 percent,
after increasing by an annual averageof 26 percent in 199293. Investment in residential
construction, by contrast, rose by only2 percent in 1994. This was due to a decline in
investment in governmentinitiated residential construction following its sharp
reduction in 1993 offset by an increase in private investment in residential
construction.
The ternd evident in 1993 persisted in 1994: excess demand in the housing market

was reflected by a 28 percent rise in the prices of owneroccupied apartments,30 or 14
percent in their relative price,31 and an increase in apartment sales following a
considerable rise in 1993. Despite the addition of apartments completed and some of
those under construction, stock was lower than demand, so that prices rose. Demand for
apartments consists of demand for housing services and also airses from portfolio
consideraitons;32 The real fall in the rent index, contrasting with the increase in prices of
owneroccupied apartments, is an indicaiton of the significant weight of the latter element
(Figure 2.7).
In May, due to the adverse effects of the irse in the relative pirce of owneroccupied

housing,33 the government approved a program intended to moderate pirce increases for
apartments. The program includes the widespread release of land in 1994 and 1995 for
sale via public tender to accommodate construciton of at least 50,000 units a year in areas
of high demand,34 and also to streamline procedures for obtaining planning and building
approval. At the same time, due to the difficulty of employing workers from the
administered areas, the government authoirzed the employment of foreign workers.
These measuers ersulted in a irse in the numberof residenital building starts at the end of
1994.

Residential construction: As in 1993, there was considerable excess demand in the
housing market in 1994, and the relative pirce of owneroccupied apartments rose by
about 14 percent. As supply and demand factors in the housing market are interrelated,
so that it is difficult to distinguish between them.

30 In 1994 the survey of apartment prices changed from its quarterly format to a bimonthly one,
hampering comparisons with previous years.

3I The relative price is the price of owneroccupied apartments, adjusted by the CPI. Prices of owner
occupied apartments adjusted by the CPI excluding housing rose by about 17 percent in 1994.

32 Portfolio considerations reflect expected changes in capital gains resulting from the asset's relative
pirce.

33 A irse in the price of owneroccupied housing has repercussions on inflation, and is likely to create
social pressures, and hence pressure for government intervention.

M According to Ministry of Construction and Housing data, about 48,000 units were sold via tender
by the Ministry and the Israel Lands Administration in 1994, 85 percent of which were in the central,
Jerusalem, and Haifa conurbations. A further 8,800 units were sold under other systems.
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The demand for apartments derives from both the need for housing services and
portfolio considerations. The irse in the former is due to the increase in the population
resulting from both natural causes and immigration, and to people's desire to improve
their standard of living. The absorption of immigrants continued, and their
unemployment rate fell from about 19 percent in 1993 to 14 percent in 1994. The
immigrants' higher rate of employment enables them to commit themselves to the
repayment of longterm loans, and hence to purchase apartments. The increase in
immigrants' housing demand, most of which is for small apartments, supports the
increased demand of the veteran population for large apartments to improve their
standard of living; also, some housing purchases are due to a irse in permanent income.
This can be seen from the 20 percent irse from 1993 to 1994 in the number of pirvately
constructed apartments of four or more rooms sold in the 24 largest towns.
The demand deirving from the need for housing services is indicated by the number of

eligible persons who took out directed mortgages. Although this fell by about 16 percent
from 1993, when it peaked, it was still high in JanuaryJune 1994, in annual terms,
compaerd with 1991 and 1992, due mainly to the number of immigrants who took out
mortgages.35 In the second half of 1994, the number of eligible persons taking directed
mortgages fell, due to the significant decline in the number of immigrants doing so. High
apartment pirces may have been a cause, together with the extension from5to 7 years of
immigrants' entitlement to assistance in the purchase of an apartment.
In 1994, apartment pirces were expected to irse relative to other assets, raising their

expected yield, and hence increasing their share of the portfolio.36 Developments on the
stock market and their effect on portfolio considerations also increased housing demand:
falling share pirces in 1994 apparently led the public to view the stock market as a
erlatively irsky channel for savings, and this also contirbuted to the irse in the share of
eral estate in the portfolio. Although falling stockmarket pirces also operated in the
opposite direction by reducing net financial wealth, the substitution effect apparently
outweighed the income effect.37
Another factor influencing the demand for apartments in 1994 was the low rate of

inteerst on nondirected mortgages for peirods of moer than 15 years. This led the banks
to offer the public cheap credit, which expanded considerably after irsing sharply in
1993, too. Nondirected mortgages rose by about 45 percent, adjusted by the irse in
pirces of owneroccupied apartments, and their average rate of interest for moer than 15

years was 4.7 percent in 1994, higher than the 4.4 percent in 1993, but lower than in
199092. Duirng the year interest on mortgages rose from an averageof 4.5 percent in
JanuaryJune to 4.9 percent in the subsequent six months. This may have been partly
due to contractionary monetary policy in 1994 which raised the shortterm inteerst.

35 The number of mortgages taken out by immigarnts in the ifrst halfof 1994 was 3 pecrent lower in
annual terms than in 1993.

36 See Chapter 7 for details of the composition of the portfolio.
37 In 199193 the rate of return on shares rose together with the increase in housing prices and the

overall yield on bonds.
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£ Table 2.19
Indicaotrs of Construction Activity, 188094'

Annual change. percentNumber of units
19941993199219879319808619941993

Output (millions of 1990 NIS)
1.829.60.99.04.27,6027,466Residential
11.430.622.015.04.27,5716,798Nonresidential
5.23.32.22.61.74,0703,868Other construction output15
6.16.85.29.22.619,24318,132Total

Starts (thousand sq. m.)
17.36.034.110.26.46,3405,405Residential
20.430.440.415.76.53,3302,765Nonresidential
18.43.823.111.96.49,6708,170Total

Completions (thousand sq. m.)
11.128.448.69.42.44,8655,470Residential
6.430.135.88.26.11,9852,120Nonresidential
9.718.146.29.03.66,8507,590Total

Residential (thousand units)
17.119.744.910.19.64337Starts

21.138.665.910.34.73443Completions
3.34.42.01.43.020.821.5Construction time0(months)

Employment (thousands)
5.99.711.99.84.0125118Israelis

19.729.028.43.43.94961From Judea, Samaira, and Gaza
144Foreign

2.75.418.67.91.2188183Total
Stockof construction equipment11

16.611.221.52.50.82,7192,332(millions of 1990 NIS)
Index of inputpirces

9.18.310.916.5153.1(residential construction)
aCalculated from unrounded figuers.
b Includes defenseconstruction and a rough estimate for maintenance.
c Pirvate residential construction.
d Beginningofyear stock.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.



Table 2^0
Housing Construciton, by Iniitaitng Secotr, 1979B4a

)thousand units. period avearge(

Starts Completions
PublicPirvateTotalPublicPrivateTotal
9.519.629.18.919.328.3197986
3.417.220.63.218.021.2198789
3.316.720.019.622.842.41990

23.119.142.361.721.883.51991
48.521.670.122.723.346.01992
21.421.643.06.830.237.01993
9.524.533.910.532.943.31994

1994
2.25.88.02.17.29.3I
2.56.59.11.87.49.3n
2.45.98.41.68.710.3III
2.36.28.54.99.514.5IV

a Calculated from unrounded ifgures.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

The supplyofcompleted apartments in 1994 amounted to some 34,000 units, 21 percent
below the 1993 level. This was because the increase in pirvate building compleitons was
moer than offset by the decline in governmentiniitated completions following the fall in
governmentiniitated starts in 199293 (Table 2.20). Total building starts weer some 17

percent higher than in 1993, with the private sector accounitng for about 33,000 units, a
irse of 9 percent. Most of the increase in pirvatesector residential building starts
occurred in the second half of the year, following the irse in pirces of owneroccupied
apartments, and was encouraged by the easingof erstircitons on factor inputs which had
hampeerd expansion. Governmentinitiated ersidenital building starts also rose in 1994,
eraching 10,500 units, with most of the increase connected with the sale of land by the
Ministry of Construciton and Housing (see below) occurirng in the last quarter.
Among factors which erstircted the expansionof residential construction, especially in

the first half of 1994, were the closures imposed on the administered aeras in February,
Apirl, and October, which disrupted the attendance of workers from there. When the
closure was imposed in February, 20,000 permits to employ foreign workers were
issued, and another 15,000 in October. Thus, the composiitonofemployment in the in
dustry changed in 1994, the number of workers from the administered areas falling, and
the number of foreign and Israeli workers irsing (Table 2.19). This reflects the indus
try's adaptaiton to uncertainty ergarding the labor force from the administeerd aeras, i.e.,
contractors' attempts to find a moer permanent soluiton to their labor problem.
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Figure 2.7
Relative Prices of OwnerOccupied Apartments and Rent, 199094
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SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics.

The Ministryof Construction and Housing, in accordance with government decisions,
increased the supply of land for residential construction. In 1994 land sales for 39,000
apartments were approved, 39 percent more than in 1993.38 Most land sold for
residential construction was in the Jerusalem and central areas. A considerable share of
land sales in 1994 took place after May, so that their effect was felt towards the end of
the year, and the numberof residential building starts is expected to continue irsing.

Output, productivity, andthefactorsofproduction: Construction product rose by about
7 percent in 1994, after declining by 7 percent in 1993 (Table 2.2), and output which
had also fallen in 1993 rose by 6 percent (Table 2.19). The rise in output in 1994
deirved from the considerable increase in investment in both nonresidential and pirvate
sector residential construction 11 percent and 13 percent respectively the former
having risen since 1991. In the latter category, investment in industry grew by 48
percent, and in roads by 9.5 percent (following annual average increases of 36 percent in
199193). The irse in investment in nonresidential construction indicates expectations of
continued expansion in economic activity over the next few years. By contrast, public
sector investment in residential construction fell.
The industry's capital stock grew by 16 percent, continuing the upward trend evident

since 1991, a further indication of the expected future expansion of economic activity.

38 Differences between these dala and those in note 36 arise from differences in definitions usedby the
Israel Lands Administration and the Ministry of Construction and Housing.
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Labor input increased by 6.3 percent, while total and labor productivity remained
virtually unchanged,39 the net effect of conflicting forces. The higher ratio of building
starts to completions tends to increase productivity, as the former are more capital
intensive. For the same reason, the rise in the investment component of nonresidential
construction also increases productivity. On the other hand, the change in the
composition of employment described above the larger proportion of unskilled
workers and the fall in the number of workers from the administered areas serves to
reduce it.
Real wages in construction rose by 4 percent; this may be due to higher demand for

Israeli workers in the industry due to the security situation.

Trade and privatesector services

In 1994 the product of trade and privatesector services continued its rapid growth,
rising by about 12 percent (Table 2.21), similar to its increase in 199293, but far
greater than its longterm irse (about 7 percent annual average, Table 2.22). This growth
rate exceeded that of the rest of businesssector product, so that the industry's share of
the latter continued its upward trend of recent yearsa characteristic of developed
economies and reached about 40 percent.40 In 1994 the increase in personal, business
and legal, and health and education services were notable, while banking and hotels rose
only slightly.
It is very difficult to obtain a reliable estimate of the industry's product.41 Those given

here are deirved mainly from VAT payments by different industires, based on detailed
data from a 1988 CBS survey of trade and services.42 Despite the dififculty in obtaining a
reliable estimate of the industry's product, it appears that its increase in 199294 which
was higher than its longterm irseis greater than that of the rest of businesssector
product.
Some 59,000 workers found employment in the industry in 1994, more than 60

percent of incremental employment in the business sector, thus leading the signiifcant
reduction in unemployment. Labor productivity was unchanged, and total productivity
rose by about 2 percent. The real wage per employee post rose by 2 percent (in terms of
consumer pirces), in line with the increase in manhours. Investment in the industry
grew by 30 percent, while pirces continued to irse faster than that of total businesssector
product.

39 Labor productivity rose by 0.7 percent, and total producitvity declined by 0.9 percent.
40 At 1990 prices (Table 2.2). The rise in the industry's share of total product is even greater if

measured atcurrent prices.
41 See Zvi Griliches, "Productivity, R&D, and the Data Constraint," AER, March 1994, 84(1).

, (ed.), Output Measurement in the Services Sector, NBER Studies in Income and
Wealth, Vol. 56, Universityof Chicago Press, 1992.

42 The product of some sectors is estimated by means of indices: the nnancial sector, which does not
appear in the VAT data, and hotels and real estate services, as their VAT returns do not accurately reflect
their transactions.
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!atble 2J21

PrincipalTrade and Services Indicaotrs, 198894
)percent change(

Avearge

198990 199194199419931992

9.23.312.210.4Porduct 11.3
7.33.112.36.1Labor input8 7.8
4.13.25.43.7Capital stockb 3.6
1.80.20.14.0Labor productivity 3.2
2.60.12.34.9Total factor productivity0 4.8
7.12.910.56.2Employed persons8 5.4
0.50.31.71.7Average hours per employee 3 .0
0.51.81.70.1Real hourly wage Ad 0.9
0.43.20.70.2Real hourly wage Be 0.2
1.23.13.31.2Relative price* 0.7
9.42.68.08.0ExportsS 18.4

15.712.428.818.8Investment in fixed assets 6.6
"Unlike other tables in this erport, this includes imputed labor input for private education and health
services.
b At beginning of year.

of the 1988 input/outputthe basisc Input weighting is 62 percent labor and 38 percent capital (on
tables(.
dWages per employee post at constant prices (deflated by the CPI(.
e Wages per employee post at constant pirces (deflated by the trade and services index(.
f Annual change in the price of business services to consumers relative to the businesssectorproduct
!nice index
8 Estimate based on 1988 input/output table.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau ofStatistics data

In recent years the faster growth of demand for the industry's product which is
mainly nontradable than for tradables is one of the factors creating pressure for local
currency appreciation (see Chapter 3). The relatively large increase in demand for trade
and services is reflected by the growth of the industry's product, while its price rose by
3 percent more than that of the entire business sector in 1994. Product growth was based
on the significant irse in employment, with the real wage in the industry rising
accordingly. Technological progress tends to be slower in trade and services than in
tradables, consistent with both the slight rise in its relative price and real appreciation.
Product due to the export of trade and services rose by 8 percent in 1994, the same as

in 1993. This is far above the longrun growth rate, but significantly below the 18
percent surge of 1992. Some of the industry's export is direct, e.g., hotel and catering
services to touirsts, which rose by 7 percent, but most is indirect, taking the form of
services to other exporting industires. The expansion of banking, business and legal
services, and trade played a prominent role in the growth of these services.
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)percent(

Tefble2£2
PirvaetSector Services Product, 198&94*

Average
Real change
in product

Real
wageper
employee
post _

Product
per

employee
Share in
product

198994199419931994d1993C1994b

7.0
7.9

5.1

1.0
6.7

13.4
15.6
9.1

2.9
13.1

8.0
11.0
9.1

7.8
9.2

0.2
1.8

3.1

1.6
1.3

62
29
26
31
36

14.6

12.6
3.4
2.0
32.6

Wholesale tarde

Retail tarde
Cateirng
Hotels
Total

8.5
5.3

6.3
6.7

16.6

3.7
5.6
8.8

11.9
10.3

7.0
10.3

2.4
1.8
3.1
1.4

46
155

93
77

18.7
20.1

8.2
47.0

Business and legal
Banks

Insuarnce and eral estate
Total

11.3

8.9

9.8

15.9
22.2
19.6

9.2
12.1

10.9

43
65
54

3.3

5.0
8.3

Education services
Health services
Total

12.0
9.6
4.9
9.3

28.7
11.9
14.4
16.5

23.6
13.3
1.8

12.9

8.1

7.5
6.9
7.4

28
25
22
25

5.1
4.4

2.7
12.1

Personal services
Household services
Garages
Total

7.212.210.40.74776,602
Total pirvatesector tarde
andservices

8The data on trade, cateirng, business, legal, education, health, personal and household services, and
garages is estimated from VAT returns at constant pirces; the data on hotels is from hotel income and
the number of bednights. The data on banks is from the number of debits, labor input, active financial
assets, and mortgages granteda general index of the activity of the banks. The data on insurance and
real estate is from the number of employed persons, parttimejobs, and businesssector product.
b Atcurrent pirces.
cNIS thousands, at 1988 pirces.
d Annual change. Adjusted by the pirce index ofbusiness services.
SOURCE: Basedon Central Bureau of Statistics data, the trade and services survey, and dataprepared for
the 1988 inpucfputput tables.
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Figure 2.8
Growth of the TwoDigit Trade and Services Industires, 1994

Trade Food Hotels Business Bank Insurance Education Personal
and legal servicesand real and health and other
services estate services services

Some 62 percent of the demand which spurred the growth of trade and services
product derived from the increase in private consumption. Public consumption also made
a sizable contribution (21 percent), while exports accounted for a moer modest 8 percent
The various segments of the industry developed unevenly (Figure 2.8) due to their

heterogeneity. They include domestic cleaning, education, health, legal and business ser
vices, e.g., advertising and computerization, and even private employment agencies.43
Although some segments of the industry expanded relatively moderately, such as banks,
insurance, real estate (4 percent, Table 2.22), and hotels (3 percent), others grew
rapidly, such as business and legal services (17 percent), education and health (20
percent), and personal services (29 percent). The last segment, which accounts for 12
percent of the industry's product, has been expanding rapidly for several years, far
outstripping the industry rate ofincrease, the same applies to education and health,
Investment in the industry soared by 32 percent in 1994, far faster than in previous

years, surpassing the increase in total businesssector investment, and its capital stock
grew by 9 percent. This indicates that the irse in demand is perceived as permanent.
There was considerable investment in buildings in hotels, businesses, and ofifces, and in
equipment it surged by almost 30 percent, a result of the fall in investment in trade and
the rapid increase in other areas, mainly business and legal services, hotels and cateirng,
personal services, garages, and other repair services.
The industry is far less capitalintense than the economy in general,44 and its capital

structuer is also diffeernt with a relatively high ratio of equipment to buildings.

43 Workers placed by pirvate employment agencies are counted as being employed by them, not by
the companies they work for.

** See Bank of Israel Annual Report, 7992, Table 2.17.
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